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ABSTRACT

Self-stablizing Interval Routing Algorithm with
Low Stretch factor
by
Sripriya Sundaram

Dr. Ajoy Kumar Datta, Examination Committee Chair
Professor o f Computer Science
University o f Nevada, Las Vegas
A compact routing scheme is a routing strategy which suggests routing tables that are
space efficient compared to traditional all-pairs shortest path routing algorithms. An
Interval Routing algorithm is a compact routing algorithm which uses a routing table at
every node in which a set o f destination addresses that use the same output port are
grouped into intervals o f consecutive addresses. Self-stabilization is a property by which
a system is guaranteed to reach a legitimate state in a finite number of steps starting from
any arbitrary state. A self-stabilizing Pivot Interval Routing (PIR) algorithm is proposed
in this work. The PIR strategy allows routing along paths whose stretch factor is at most
five, and whose average stretch factor is at most three with routing tables o f size
0(n^^~log2^^n) bits in total, where n is the number o f nodes in the network. Stretch factor
is the maximum ratio taken over all source-destination pairs between the length o f the

111
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paths computed by the routing algorithm and the distance between the source and the
destination. PIR is also an Interval Routing Scheme (1RS) using at most 2n (l
intervals per link for the weighted graphs and 3 n (l+ In n /^ intervals per link for the
unweighted graphs. The preprocessing stage o f the PIR algorithm consists o f node
labeling and arc-labeling functions. The node-labeling function re-labels the nodes with
unique integers so as to facilitate fewer number o f intervals per arc. The arc-labeling is
done in such a fashion that the message delivery protocol takes an optimal path i f both
the source and the destination are located within a particular range from each other and
takes a near-optimal path if they are farther from each other.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Distributed System

A distributed system is an interconnected collection o f autonomous processes.
Distributed systems have evolved using message passing as their main method o f
communication. Another method o f communication that has been gaining popularity in
today’s world is the shared memory mechanism. Today’s multiprocessor systems use this
mechanism to a greater extent. Some o f the reasons for the popularity o f the distributed
shared memory systems are that large or complex data structures m ay easily be
communicated,

and

shared

memory

also

gives

transparent

process-to-process

communication.
The use o f distributed systems has many advantages over the traditional sequential
systems. By virtue o f resource sharing and openness properties, the distributed systems
promote increased resource sharing and facilitate a more modular design o f the network.
The other advantages include increased performance through better usage o f system
resources and increased reliability through replication. A sophisticated approach to the
design o f distributed algorithms includes considering the chance that the nodes and/or
links may fail. This gives the distributed systems, the quality o f being fault tolerant and
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this is the topic o f interest in our next section. The price we pay to enjoy all these
advantages is the extreme complexity to build a distributed system because o f its lack o f
global knowledge and possible aynchrony.

1.2

Fault Tolerance

One o f the key characteristics o f the distributed systems is fault tolerance. The
traditional way o f achieving fault tolerance is to use redundant hardware resources. In
this way, if a hardware resource fails, the redundant hardware is switched to help the
system to continue with the activities. So in case o f link failures, fault tolerance is
achieved by some method o f interconnecting the networks such that if a link fails,
redundant links come into play helping not to lose the information floating in the
network.
Another way o f achieving fault tolerance has gained a lot o f popularity because it is
one o f the most inclusive and unified approaches to fault tolerance for distributed
systems. It is the paradigm o f Self-Stabilization. Informally, a protocol is said to be selfstabilizing if its specification does not require a certain “initial configuration” to be
imposed on the system to ensure correct behavior o f the protocol. Alternatively, self
stabilization is the property that guarantees that a system placed in an arbitrary state will
return to a legitimate state within a finite number o f state transitions. Contrary to non
stabilizing systems, self-stabilizing systems are capable o f recovering automatically firom
illegitimate global states without manual intervention. The user doesn’t even know that a
transient failure has occurred when it does. These properties make the self-stabilizing
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systems more reliable and more powerful than the non-stabilizing systems. This also
saves the cost o f using redvmdant hardware to achieve fault-tolerance.
From a theoretical point of view, a self-stabilizing protocol is “cleaner”, since the
disturbing need to specify an initial state is eliminated. Secondly, allowing a protocol to
be initialized in an arbitrary state can be viewed as an abstraction o f a strong fault tolerant
property. In particular, a self-stabilizing protocol can recover from a memory corruption,
a property that none o f the benign failure models can handle. The self-stabilization model
is especially appropriate for the case o f “infrequent catastrophes”: every once in a (long)
while the system may crash, resulting in an arbitrary state. A self-stabilizing protocol
guarantees that eventually the system will regain stability in some legitimate state. Hence,
relevant complexity parameters o f a self-stabilizing solution are stabilization time, and
overhead in time/communication when the system is operating in a “regular m ode” (that
is, when all states are legitimate), as compared to a “conventional” protocol solving the
same problem.
Dijkstra's notion o f self-stabilization [2], which originally had a very narrow scope o f
application, is proving to encompass a formal and unified approach to fault tolerance.
Following Dijkstra’s introduction to the notion o f self-stabilization, very few papers were
published in this area in ten years or so. In an invited address, Lamport [41, 43]
mentioned that this is the most brilliant work o f Dijkstra and regarded self-stabilization to
be a very important concept in fault tolerance and to be a very fertile fie ld fo r research.
Several approaches o f achieving self-stabilization have been proposed since it began
to attract the attention o f the researchers in the late 1980s [37, 38, 39, 40]. One very good
source for a perspective o f the research in self-stabilization until 1992 was the survey on
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Self-Stabilization by Marco Schneider [10]. Many approaches to achieving self
stabilization exist [1, 3, 4, 5, 9, 11, 12]. The main aspects o f focus in the area o f self
stabilization have been time optimality, memory efficiency and other limitations. Many
non-stabilizing algorithms have been made self-stabilizing such as in the area o f mutual
exclusion [2, 15], token-passing protocols [6, 13, 14], spanning tree algorithms [7, 8, 16]
and several other graph algorithms. While most o f the work was directed at self
stabilization o f specific tasks, some work was devoted to designing general algorithmic
transformers that take a protocol as input, and produce as their output a self-stabilizing
version o f that protocol. These transformers typically exhibit trade-offs between their
generality and the efficiency o f the resulting protocols. One such general transformation
is given by Katz and Perry [50], where they show how to compile an arbitrary
asynchronous protocol into a self-stabilizing equivalent. But this method o f self
stabilization was highly inefficient in terms o f time, space and communication.
AwerBuch et al [2] suggested a transformer that has improved efficiency in terms o f time
and space with only a small increase in communication cost and this transformer can be
applied to many practical problems, including spanning tree construction. Another
popular method o f self-stabilization is to reset the system to a predefined global state,
when deemed necessary [11, 38]. Ideally, resetting a distributed system to a global state
implies resuming the execution of the system starting firom a given state. With this
characterization, however, each reset o f a distributed can be achieved only by a “global
freeze” o f the system. This seems rather limiting and, in many applications, more strict
than needed. Therefore, [38] adopts a characterization where resetting a distributed
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system to a given global state implies resuming the execution o f the system from a global
state that is reachable, by some system computation, from the given global state.
Self-stabilization is, indeed, a fertile area o f research. We have tried our best to
mention all the important work in the area o f self-stabilization in this section.

1.3

The Routing Problem

Routing in distributed systems can be described as locally constructing, at each
processor i, a uniform function
message, the output image o f

r(z) such

r(r) is

that given an input destination and a received

a suitable neighbor o f processor i to forward the

message to.
The classical routing strategy [46] is based on schemes that keep in each node, a full
routing table, which specifies an output port for every destination. The use o f these
routing tables uses shortest paths but requires O(nlogn) bits at each node.
In a parallel and distributed system, as more processors are added to increase the
computing power, the underlying communication network needs to scale favorably along
with the expansion. The routing methods used should also be simple and dynamically
adjustable with expansion. That’s why more and more emphasis is given to universal
routing [42, 44] methods, which do not rely on underlying topology and allow the
underlying network to be quite arbitrary. Though the classical shortest path routing
strategy is a universal scheme, its memory requirements makes it almost impractical
when dealing with large networks. This gives rise to the need for simple compact routing
protocols that are scalable with the growth o f networks.
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The compact routing scheme that is very popular is the interval routing [18, 20, 22,
33, 47] scheme which was introduced in [26, 45]. This is a routing strategy where for
every output port, the destination nodes to be reached through that port are all grouped
together. This makes this routing strategy very space-efficient. However, very little is
known about the topological properties that must satisfy a network to support an interval
routing function with particular constraints. Additionally, these often use a path length
greater than optimal. The efficiency o f the compact routing scheme is measured in terms
o f stretch factor introduced by Awerbuch et al [2]. Stretch factor is the maximum ratio
between the length o f the path traversed by a message using the compact routing scheme
and that o f the shortest path between its source and destination.
There has been quite a lot o f work done in the area o f interval routing. Main aspects
o f interval routing under consideration are number o f intervals used per arc (one or
many), space-efficiency, other lower bounds in terms o f stretch factor and topological
constraints [18, 19, 22, 34]. A nice survey on interval routing schemes can be found in
[27]. Our work is on an interval routing strategy called Pivot Interval Routing [24]. Pivot
interval routing (PIR) strategy is in between shortest path routing and the other compact
routing algorithms in the sense it has some features o f both. This algorithm is intended to
reduce the complexity inherent in some compact routing strategies that are similar m
nature and also to reduce the space complexity to a major extent. We will go into the
details o f this algorithm in the sections to come.
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1.4

Related work

Though a lot o f research has been done in the area o f compact routing, the area o f
compact routing that is more related to our work is hierarchical routing scheme [17, 34,
35, 36,49].
For routing in large networks, the reduction o f routing information is realized through
a hierarchical partitioning o f the network nodes. Basically, an m-level partitioning o f a
set of nodes, where m >= 2, consists o f grouping the nodes into 1^ level clusters, which
in turn are grouped into 2"** level clusters, etc. This operation continues in a bottom up
fashion, finally grouping the m —2"** level clusters into m —1®*^level clusters whose union
constitutes the m*** level cluster. A message from a source is sent to the next upper level
cluster if the destination is not in that cluster and so on until the cluster that has the
destination is reached and then the message is delivered to the destination.
The hierarchical routing scheme in [35] provides an optimal efficiency-space tradeoff.
It shows that for every graph and for every integer k > 1, it is possible to construct a
hierarchical routing scheme with a stretch factor o f 0(Jc) which uses a total o f
n(1^n‘^‘^logn) bits. But the disadvantages are it is not name independent and also this
scheme does not bound the local memory requirements o f a node. There are other
hierarchical routing methods [17, 36] that avoid these problems at the price of efficiencyspace optimality. [17] achieves O(knl/klogn) bits o f memory per node with a stretch
factor o f 0 (lê ^ ) while [36] achieves stretch factor o f 0 (lê) and uses 0(Jcn^^lognlogD)
bits per node, where D is the weighted diameter o f the network.
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The major disadvantage o f all the proposed hierarchical routing strategies is that they
involve complex decision function at the nodes. The delay in sending the messages to the
destination is mainly because o f the time taken to make the decision as to where the
message is to be sent next, and not the propagation delay. This becomes a major
bottleneck in the case o f high-speed networks where the implementation o f hierarchical
routing is impractical. Therefore, simple routing schemes like Pivot Interval Routing,
which could be implemented in high-speed networks, may be preferable. This scheme
uses a direct routing scheme where the message header contains only the destination
information, and the decision making at the node is very simple.

1.5

Contributions

In this paper, we propose a self-stabilizing pivot interval routing strategy SPIR. In this
protocol, the network is divided into balls, called t-balls, where t is the number o f nodes
in the ball. This algorithm is constructed in such a way that a message sent from a node
travels an optimal path if the destination is in the same ball as the node. Otherwise,
travels the shortest path to the destination ball to a node called the pivot, whose
significance will be described later, and from there it travels the shortest path to the
destination.
PIR is similar to the hierarchical routing scheme in the sense it involves m-level
message passing, where m = 2, in case the source-destination pair are being in different
balls. Also, PIR has the same stretch factor and memory requirements as the hierarchical
routing scheme. But the hierarchical routing scheme involves m ajor decision making in
the nodes which makes its implementation almost impossible in high-speed networks.
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Whereas, PIR uses the direct routing scheme by virtue o f which very simple decision
making is done at a node. It employs the ‘shoot and forget’ method, where only the
destination name is required to find the suitable port to which the message should be
directed.
In SPIR, we use an underlying depth-first circulation algorithm and also the shortest
path spanning tree algorithm. The algorithm is divided into two phases namely the node
naming phase and the arc-labeling phase. Node-naming phase is done in such a way that
the node names are unique, which helps in reducing the number o f intervals required in
the arc-labeling phase. Then, the arc-labeling is done in such a way that the message
traverses a path as suggested by the PIR algorithm. These phases use the depth-first token
circulation and shortest-path spanning tree algorithms.
SPIR algorithm has a space complexity o f 6mn^^(I+logn)'^logn at each node and
0(n^^logn^'^) bits in total for storing interval information and the average stretch factor is
at most three . The time complexity depends on the underlying depth-first token
circulation and shortest path spanning tree algorithms. After these algorithms stabilizes,
SPIR takes 0(n) steps to stabilize.
The remainder o f the documentation is organized as follows: Chapter 2 discusses the
preliminary model o f the system used in this work, along with some important
definitions. Chapter 3 presents the proposed SPIR algorithm. Chapter 4 presents the
proofs of correctness for the SPIR algorithm. Finally, conclusions and some future
research directions are discussed in Chapter 5.
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CHAPTER 2

PRELIMINARIES
In this chapter, we define the distributed systems and programs considered in this work,
and state what it means for a protocol to be self-stabilizing. We then introduce some
definitions related to the pivot interval routing algorithm.

2.1

S elf-stabilizing S ystem

2.1.1

System

A distributed system is a uni-directed connected graph, S = (V,E), where V is a set o f
processors (|V| = „, „ is the number o f processors in the network) and E is the set o f bi
directional communication links. We consider networks which are asynchronous and
rooted^ i.e., all processors, except the root are anonymous.
by

The numbers y

denote the root processor

are used to identify the processors to present our ideas here, but

no processor, except the root (identified by f), has any identity. A communication link
^ g) exists iff p and q are neighbors. Each processor p maintains its set o f neighbors,
denoted as Np. We assume that Np is a constant and is maintained by an underlying
protocol.

10
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2.1.2

Programs

Each processor executes the same program except the root r. The program consists o f
a set o f shared variables (henceforth referred to as variables) and a finite set o f actions. A
processor can only write its own variables and can only read its own variables and
variables owned by the neighboring processors. So, the variables o fp can be accessed by
p and its neighbors.
Each action is uniquely identified by a label and is o f the following form:
< labet>::< guard > —>< statement >
The guard o f an action in the program o f

is a boolean expression involving the

variables o f p and its neighbors. The statement o f an action o f p updates zero or more
variables of p . An action can be executed only if its guard evaluates to true. We assume
that the actions are atomically executed: the evaluation o f a guard and the execution o f
the corresponding statement o f an action, if executed are done in one atomic step. The
atomic execution o f an action of p is called a step o f p.
The state o f a processor is defined by the values o f the variables. The state o f a system
is a product o f the states o f all processors ( e V). In the sequel, we refer to the state o f a
processor and system as a (local) state and configuration, respectively. Let a distributed
protocol P be a collection o f binary transition relations denoted by

on C, the set o f all

possible configurations o f the system. A computation o f a protocol P is a maximal
sequence of configmations e = (To,

T}, T+i

), such that for i > 0, 1}

T}+j ( a

single computation step) if J7+i exists, or J7is a terminal configuration. Maximality means
that the sequence is either infinite, or it is finite and no action o f P is enabled in the final
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configuration. All computations considered are assumed to be maximal. During a
computation step, one or more processors execute a step, and a processor may take at
most one step. This execution model is known as the distributed demon. We use the
notation Enable (A, p , Ï) to indicate that the guard o f the action A is tme at processor p
in the configuration T. A processor p is said to be enabled at 7*( T*e C) if there exists an
action A such that Enable (A, p , T). We assume that our demon is a weakly fair daemon,
meaning that i f a processor p is continuously enabled, then p will be eventually chosen by
the daemon to execute an action. The set o f computations o f a protocol P in a system
starting with a particular configuration a 6 C is denoted by Eq. The set o f possible
computations o f P in system S is denoted as e. A configuration (3 is reachable from a ,
denoted as a

P, if there exists a computation e = (To. T}

T/. TJ+y ) e Ea ( « = To)

such that P = Yiii > 0).

2.1.3

Predicates

Let X be a set. x \— P means that an element x e X satisfies the predicate P defined on
the set X. A predicate is non-empty if there exists at least one element that satisfies the
predicate. We define a special predicate true as follows: fo r a n y x e X , x I— true.

2.1.4

Self-Stabilization

We use the following term, attractor in the definition o f self-stabilization.
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Definition 2.1 (Attractor). Let X and Y be two predicates o f a protocol P defined on C
o f system S. Y is an attractor fo r X i f and only i f the following condition is true:
V a |— Y : Ve e

: e = (7o

...) :: 3/ > 0, Vy > /, r j\ ~ Y

We denote this relation as X \> Y .
Definition 2.2 (Self-stabilization). The protocol P is self-stabilizing fo r the specification
SPp on e i f and only ifthere exists a predicate Lp (called the legitimacy predicate)
defined on C such that the following conditions hold:
1.

Kz|—Lp : Ve ^ E a

4— S Pp (correctness).

2. true >Lp (closure and convergence).

2.2

Pivot Interval Routing Scheme

Before we get into the details o f how exactly this algorithm works, some basic
definitions that will be referred to in the subsequent sections, are introduced below:
Definition 2.3 (t-ball). For every node v, we can order all the nodes o f the graph w.r.t. v
by increasing distance from v, breaking ties by increasing node identifications. Formally,
x=>vy i f and only i f disto(x,v) < distc(y,v) or distc(x,v) = dista(y,v) and x < y. The t-ball
By(t) o f V, is the set o f the set o f the first t nodes according to the node ordering w.r.t. v.
Since each node has a t-ball o f its own, the whole network has n t-balls, where n is the
number of nodes in the network. The significance o f t-balls is to allow the routing
strategy to adopt a 2-layered message passing.
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Definition 2.4 (Cover). Consider a collection H ofsubsets o f size t elements fro m a set J.
A set P crd is said to cover the collection H iffo r every

H, A

(j, In the PIR

algorithm, we call P. a set o f pivots.
In the PIR algorithm, the cover is formed by including at least one node from each
ball. This doesn’t imply that there must be greater than or equal to n number o f nodes in
the cover because a node can belong to several t-balls.
Definition 2.5 (Client). Consider that there is a cover P fo r the t-balls in a graph G. In
the PIR algorithm, a node from the P, say j that is nearest to node i is assigned to i as i ’s
pivot. Now i is said to be the client off.
Definition 2.6 (Interval). Every arc label from a node i to the neighbor j is denoted by
I(i, j). I is called an intervalfo r the edge (i, j).
Now that we have seen the basic definitions involved in the PIR strategy, let us look at
how exactly this algorithm is intended to work. First, t-balls for all the nodes are
collected. Then, a cover is formed from the collection o f t-balls. Let P be a cover for the
collection of t-balls o f the nodes, {By(t) | v ^ V}, where V is a set o f all the nodes in the
network. To every node v, a pivot,
P. For every pivot y? g P, let

is assigned, where p(v) is the nearest node to v in

={ v !p(v) = p ) be its set o f clients. Now finally, the node

labeling and arc-labeling are done in such a fashion that a message with source u and
destination v will be routed as follows. If the destination v is in m’s t-ball, then the
message will traverse a shortest path from u to v. Otherwise, it will traverse (in worst
case) a shortest path to the pivot nearest to v, and then a shortest path from that pivot to v
itself. We will see how node-labeling and arc-labeling are done in sections to come.
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2.3

Specification o f the Pivot Interval Routing Scheme

We define a specification SP pir for the Pivot Interval Routing Algorithm (PIR). We
consider a computation e o f the PIR algorithm, to satisfy the specification SPpir if the
following conditions are true:
(SPl) Vz 6 G(3—i(y e G) : (name^ = nam ef)/\z # y)

where namei and

namej are

the numbers assigned to the nodes i and y respectively in a graph G.
(SP2) Vz e G,Y/,A e W ,((/(z,y) n I(i,k) = O) a (y

k))

(SP3) A message traverses an optimal path if the source and destination are in the
same ball.
(SP4) A message traverses a shortest distance (in the worst case) to the pivot that is
nearest to the destination and the shortest distance fi'om that pivot to the destination.
Note that SPl guarantees that the arc labels assigned satisfying SP2, SP3 and SP4 aids
in taking the message fi'om the source to the destination as per the intention o f the PIR
algorithm.
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CHAPTERS

SELF-STABILIZING INTERVAL ROUTING ALGORITHM

In this chapter, we present a self-stabilizing pivot interval routing algorithm SPIR. D ue to
the complexity o f the algorithm, we have attempted to divide the algorithm into several
sub-algorithms. This algorithm SPIR is divided into the following sub-algorithms: i)
Algorithm

M in B F S tre e s ,

ii)

Algorithm

CalcSizeTreeClts,

iii)

Algorithm

Conv BcstSizes, iv) Algorithm Number_Nodes, v) Algorithm Label Arcs and finally
Algorithm Route Msg using PIR. In the following section, we give the outline o f the
algorithm, introduce the data structures involved and then explain the operation o f all the
sub-algorithms.

3.1

Outline o f Algorithm SPIR

In this algorithm, t-ball B„ for each node „ is collected using some ordering .<. The
assumption that is made in this algorithm is that there is a self-stabilizing algorithm
already running that collects the pivots o f the graph G and assigns pivot to each node, and
at every node ^ its pivot is represented by the variable pivofu
Algorithm SPIR has two phases: a node-labeling phase and an arc-labeling phase.
Node-labeling is done as follows. Let P = {p^, pj> p y ■■••p) be the set containing all the

16
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pivots of the graph G where I is the number o f pivots and let Xp = {v| p(v) = p ) be its set
o f clients. For every

e P, a minimum Breadth first tree (BFS) is constructed, rooted at p

and spanning the entire graph G, and let Tp’ be the sub tree o f Tp that contains only the
clients of p . This is done in Algorithm Min_BFS_trees. All the minimum BFS trees are
constmcted in parallel for all the pivots. Then the size Szp o f Xp in each Tp is calculated
in Algorithm CalcSize TreeClts. Then, the labeling is performed in depth first manner by
traversing the subtree Tp’ starting with the node number o f root p at 2L^~ p +1 - This is
1=1
done in Algorithm Number_Nodes.
The arc-labeling is done as follows. Let All(G) = {1,2, ......., n} be the set containing
all the nodes in the graph G. Every node u s All(G), has a set o f arcs Eu. Every arc eeEu
is labeled with a set o f destinations 1(e) ç A ll(G ) such that every e has a disjoint set 1(e)
and also the collective I(Eu) = All(G). The labeling is done in the following three steps. In
the first step, in every tree T ’p, every node u has its successors si. sz,..., sj wherej is the
number o f successors o f u and j > 0. Now every I(u, s/) where k = 1,2, ...J, is labeled with
all the nodes in the subtree T ’sk hi T ’p. Let us denote all the nodes thus included in the
collective I(E J in this step as M i(u). In step 2, all the nodes in the set M2(u) = Bu(t) —
M i(u) are included in the set I(E J . For every node v in the set Mz(u), the shortest path
from Mto V is determined, and the arc e sEu which is an arc on the shortest path to v has v
included in its 1(e). Thus, steps 1 and 2 aid in taking a message through the shortest path
to the destination if the destination is in the same ball as the source node. In step 3, all the
nodes in the set MaCu) = All(G) —Bu(t) are included in the set I(Ei). This is done as
follows. If Op is an arc from the node i to its predecessor in the tree Tp, then we add I(ep) =
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I(ep) U (Sp o M 3(u)} where Sp is the clients o f Tp. Step 3 helps the message to reach the
destination’s pivot through the shortest path and from that pivot to the actual destination
through the shortest path. We will see this in more detail in the sections to come.

3.2

Data Structures for Algorithm SPIR

We represent the parent o f a particular node % in a given pivot tree Tp by par.x[p]
where p is the pivot number and we denote the descendant relationship by Dx[j] where j
ranges from 1 to A+1, k is the number of pivots in the graph G. Every node x has a
variable denoted by pivofx which holds the name o f the pivot to which node x is a chent
of, and another variable called Sizex which holds the size o f the number o f clients o f its
pivot in its sub-tree o f that pivot tree. Every pivot node p has a variable called Sz_Rdyp
which is set to one whenever the number of clients in that pivot tree is found.
Some o f the following algorithms have an underlying token circulation algorithm. So,
in order to distinguish each token round, every node x maintains an array called CxO
where the number of elements o f this array is A+1, k being the number o f pivots.
Every node maintains another two variables called myhix and m ylox . The variable
m yhix maintains the highest node number in its sub-tree, consisting o f its pivot’s clients,

and the variable mylOx maintains the node number o f itself, that is node x.
The variables c tr e e jiix and cîree_lOx maintain the highest node number and the lowest
node number respectively, in the whole sub-tree, with pivot as the root, consisting o f the
cUents of the node.
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This concludes the descriptions o f the basic data structures used in the following sub
algorithms. There are a few more variables that are specific to some sub-algorithms,
which will be introduced when we approach the corresponding sub-algorithms.

3.3

3.3.1

Algorithm SPIR in detail

Algorithm Min BFS trees

Multiple minimum BFS trees are constructed, one for every pivot p with the pivot as
the root. We used the algorithm proposed in [16] to build the minimum BFS trees.

3.3.2

Algorithm CalcSize TreeClts

This algorithm uses an underlying token circulation algorithm [6] to calculate the
number of clients o f a pivot. To do this, the corresponding pivot tree Tp, where p is the
pivot number, is used. That is, this algorithm runs on every pivot tree with the different
set o f variables for each tree.
Informally, this algorithm can be explained as follows. The aim o f this algorithm is to
calculate the number o f clients o f every pivot. This algorithm is constructed in such a
way that the circulating token visits only the clients o f the corresponding pivot tree. The
token for this algorithm is called Size Token. When the Size_Token is passed on to an
unvisited chent node, the Size variable of its ancestor is set to one, and when all the
descendants o f a node in that pivot tree are visited, the Size variable o f the ancestor o f
that node is incremented by the Size o f that node. The round o f token circulation starts
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when the Size Token is generated by the root node and is completed when the root node
cannot pass on the Size Token to any other node. At the end o f the round, the root, which
is a pivot, knows its number o f clients and it is reflected by its Size variable.
Algorithm CalcSize TreeClts is shown as Algorithm 3.3.2. Before we go into the
details of the algorithm, we make the following observation:
O bservation 3.1 F or every pivot p eP, Tp' is a connected tree.
Proof:

Tp’ is the subtree o f Tp that contains all the clients o f p . It is important to

make this observation in order to calculate the correct size o f the clients o f Tp in this
Algorithm CalcSize_TreeClts. From the Definitions 2.3, 2.4 and 2.5, we see that every
node M, assigns the closest pivot as its pivof(u). So, for every node v e V and for every
node M6 V on a shortest path from v to its pivot pivof(v), pivof(u) = pivof(v). Thus Tp’ is
a connected tree.

□

The macro UVi[k+l] represents the set o f neighbors satisfying two properties :i) those
that are not visited by the Size_Token and ii) those that are the clients o f that pivot tree.
Searchi[k+1] chooses an element from UVi[k-^l] using some ordering and this is the
node to which the Size Token is passed next.
A node is said to hold the Size Token if the following predicate holds:
Size_Token(i) = Fwd_CalcSz(i) \rBktkJZalcSz(i)
Fwd_CalcSz(i) is enabled at the node i, when it receives a token for the first time from
its parent, say, Ai[k-^1J. On the other hand, Bktk_CalcSz(i) is enabled each time the token
is backtracked to processor i from its descendant Di[k-^1]. Fwd_CalcSz(i) and
Bktk_CalcSz(i) are referred to as Forward(p) and Backtrack(p) in the token circulation
algorithm. For a more detailed description o f these predicates, refer to [6].
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Algorithm 3.3.2 (CalcSize TreeClts)
using Depth-First Token Circulation.
M acro
f{g

UV:[k + l-\

q

6

Ni

Calculation o f size o f the clients o f the pivot p

+ 1]) A ( C ,

[k + l ] ^ Q [ k + 1]) A ( D , [k + l ] ^ i)

:
( ( C , [k +1] 5È £ ) V (D„ [Æ +1]

Searchi\k + \\

\rmn.>-i(UV,[k + l})
=

Actions
Fwd _CalcSz{})

IX

if

X) A

ipivotofi

{UV.\k<f)

Otherwise

—> Q[A: +1]) := (C,-[A:-t-l]) mod 2;
Size^"^ Size;+l
z /(/e P )

Bktk _CalcSz{i)

—> Size^-^

iSize,-+ iSzze^f^^,j;

D f k +1] := Search^k +1] ;
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Size=I
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Size=3
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k
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<j)
(i)

(#
(ii)

M

ao( 3 5 [

®C3

(iü )

(iv )

(# (6 )
(V )

Size=4
Sz_Rd>-=l

Size^l

(vi)

O

(vii)

Unvisited Node

Visited Node

( ^ Not a Client Node

Figure 3.1: Finding the size o f the clients o f the pivot r.
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Fwd CalcSzft) is enabled exactly once during each round, and this is guaranteed by
the underlying token circulation protocol. When a node receives the token for the first
time, it increments its Size variable by one. The node then passes the token to the next
node which is a node that satisfies the descendant relationship, if any. Otherwise, it
backtracks the token to its parent during which the parent updates its Size value to the
sum o f the previous value and the value of the descendant that just backtracked. From
observation 1, the Size variable at the root p now contains the actual size o f the clients.
Consider the example in Figure 3.1. In step ii), the root which is a pivot generates the
Size Token, makes its Size value 1. In step iii), the node b gets the Size Token and
makes its Size value as 1. In step iv), node c receives the token and sets its Size value
as 1. In step v), the token is backtracked to b and b sets its value as 2. In step vi), the
Size Token is backtracked to node r and r updates its Size value as 3. In step vii), node a
receives the token and it sets its Size value as 1. In step viii), the Size Token is
backtracked to the root r and the root updates its value as 4 and sets its Sz_Rdy variable to
1. Now that one round is completed, we see that the pivot holds the right size o f its clients
and the root is ready to start the next round.

3.3.3

Algorithm C onvB cstSzs

Now that all the pivots know the size o f its clients, they are now ready to share it with
the rest of the pivots. This is done in this algorithm. This is done by converge casting all
the sizes to the root which is a pivot and then broadcasting the collective set o f the sizes
o f all the pivot clients to all the pivots, from the root. This can be done in one o f the pivot
trees and we have chosen the tree o f pivot k to do this.
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An informal description o f this sub-algorithm is as follows. During the converge-cast
phase, every node gets the sizes o f the pivots in its sub tree from its descendants. Once
this is done, it sends the sizes it collected to its ancestor. One round o f converge-casting
is said to be done when the root has the sizes o f all the pivots.
Now the root is ready to broadcast during which sizes o f all the pivots are broadcast
to all the pivots. When this is done, another round o f converge cast and broadcast
follows.
The data structures involved in this algorithm are as follows. Every node i maintains a
variable called Sz_Statei. Sz_Statei is an element o f {/. C, B} which stands for initial state,
converge cast state and broadcast state respectively. The descendant relationship for this
algorithm is denoted by DJSz,-. A variable with k elements, where k is the number o f
pivots, is maintained at every node, and is denoted by PtvSzifJ- This variable is used to
store the size o f the pivots. PivSziU] contains the size o f the clients o f the yth pivot. Three
set variables called SetJDi, Rec_D[ and New,- are maintained. Set__D,- contains the set o f all
the descendants o f i in tree T^. RecJDi contains the set o f descendants from which the
size information is not received by the node i. Newi contains the pivot numbers, sizes o f
which are to be updated by its Ancestor in its PivSz variable.
Algorithm Conv BcstSzs is shown as Algorithm 3.3.3.When the predicate Upd_Szs(i)
is invoked, the node updates its PivSz variable with the sizes o f the pivots available from
the descendant that is ready to share and adds the pivot numbers that are updated to the
Newi set. It also removes the descendant that just shared the size information from the
RecJDi set. Now if the Rec_Di set is empty, then the SzJState is set to C. The Upd_Szs(i)
predicate is invoked whenever a descendant

becomes available to share the size
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Algorithm 3.3.3 (Conv_BcstSzs)
In Tree Tk,

Broadcast o f the sizes o f all the pivots.

Variable
S ,_ S ta te .

e

{I,C ,B }

PivS^^G

=

{ S x ,S ^ ,-" ,S ^ :S j e integer}

Set _D . = {q:{q& V .) a {par.q\_k] = 0}
Rec_£),.
=
ciiSer_D.}
New I

{ q -.q ^ P }

=

Predicate
Upd_Szs{i)

= (((5'z_iS'/ateQ_^ = C ) A (Z)_& p s R e c _ £ ) _ & .) ) V (£ )_ & ,-= X ))
A (iSz _ State = I)
= (Rec_jD- = ^) a (& _ A a fe .= / ) a (/ e P ) a (S z _ R dyi = 1);
1

Upd_iJPiv{i)

GetRdy _ BcstQ)
Z)o _ Bcst(i)

=

= (((& _ S t a t e = C) A (z g P)) v (z e P )) v (5z _ S t a te = C)
(5z _ Statef = P) a ((& _ S t a t e = / ) v (z e P))

Actions
Upd_Szs(i)

—> ^(P)_5z,.

X)

fVy 6 Newjj s^^ {PivSz;[j] = PivSzo sz,

:= Afew- u y ; ) |

[Rec_£),- := Rec_Z),. -Z),.;z/(Rec_£)- = {^})5z_Aete,. := c j
e/^e

Sz —iStofe,. := C;

Upd _ifPiv(i)

—> P ivSzi\i\ := Pzze-; New^ := Wew- u

GetRdy_Bcst(j)

—> Rec_£>,- ;= Set_D j\ A/ew. :=
z/(z e P ) {& _

z ; S z _ State^ := C;

.•= 0}

Sz_State^ .•= P;
D o_B cst(j)

-> i f i i ^ P )

{ PzvPz,G := PivSz^Gî

}

Sz_State; := /;
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Sz_Rdy=I

Piv_SzD=[4,10]

Piv_SzU=[4,10]

Size=6
Sz_Rdy=l

(i) Before Algorithm 3.1.3
(2 )

Not a pivot

(ii) After Algorithm 3.1.3
Pivot

Figure 3.2: Broadcasting the size collection o f the pivots to all the pivots.
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information it has. The Upd_ifPiv(i) predicate is invoked when i is a pivot and has the its
Sz_Rdy variable set to 1. It updates its own value o f size o f its clients, Size^ in its PivSz
variable. GetRdy_Bcst(i)

is

invoked

when

a node has all the sizes available. When

this predicate is invoked, it sets its Sz_State variable to B and does some initializations for
the next round o f the Conv BcstSzs algorithm. D o Bcst(i) is invoked when the ancestor
signals a broadcast by setting its SzJState variable to F. When it’s invoked, it copies the
contents o f the PivSz variable o f the Ancestor to itself and changes its Sz_State to F.
At the end o f one round o f Conv BcstSzs algorithm, all the pivots have the
sizes of the clients o f all the pivots and itself. Then another round o f this algorithm is
started. Figure 3.2 shows that the pivots have the sizes o f all the pivots broadcast to them
after one round o f algorithm 3.3.3.

3.3.4

Algorithm Number_Nodes

Now that all the pivots know the sizes o f previous pivots, the pivots are ready to
initiate the node numbering in its own trees. This uses an underlying token circulation
algorithm similar to the one in Algorithm 3.3.2. This algorithm runs in every pivot tree in
parallel.
In this algorithm, all the clients in every pivot tree are numbered in the Depth first
order. The numbering in each pivot tree starts at a number, which is the sum o f the clients
in the previous pivot trees plus one. Every node i maintains a variable called Stepi. The
variable Step is set to I after the node has backtracked to its ancestor. This algorithm is
constructed in such a way that the circulating token visits only the clients o f the
corresponding pivot tree as this tree is used to number only its clients. The token for this
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algorithm is called Number_Token. When the Number_Token is passed on to an
unvisited client node i, the my_lo variable is set to m y jii variable o f its ancestor Ai plus
one. When the Number_Token is backtracked, m y j i i variable of the ancestor o f that node
is incremented by the my_hi o f this node. The round o f token circulation starts when the
Number_Token is generated by the root node and is completed when the root node
cannot pass on the Number_Token to any other node. At the end o f the roimd, all the
clients in that tree have a number.
Formally, in this algorithm. Algorithm Number_Nodes is shown as Algorithm 3.3.4.
The macros UVi[p] and Searchi[p] respectively behave in a similar manner to that o f the
Algorithm 3.3.2.
The Fwd_Num(i) is enabled exactly once during each round and this is guaranteed by
the underlying token circulation protocol. When a node receives the token for the first
time, it sets its my_lo value as explained. The node then passes the token to the next node,
which is a node that satisfies the descendant relationship, if any. Otherwise, it backtracks
the token to its parent during which the parent updates its m y jii value to the sum o f the
previous value and the value o f the descendant that just backtracked. The action for
BkTk_Num(i) also includes one o f the arc labeling step which is explained in the next
section under Algorithm Label Arcs.
Claim 3.1

A t the end o f Algorithm Number_Nodes, every node x in the Graph G has a

label s {1,2,..... n} denoted by L(x) and fo r any node i and fo r any other node j ^ i, L(i)

Proof:

From observation 1, since the tree T p’ is a connected tree, the Algorithm

CalSize TreeClts, after the round 1, has the size o f its clients in its root p . Since, in every
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A lgorithm 3.3.4 (Number_Nodes)
First Token Circulation.
In every tree Tp,

Labeling (Numbering) o f clients o f p using Depth-

Macro

UViip]

q &M :

(9 >-pD,.[p])rK ( C , [ / j ] # C . [ p ] ) A { D ^ [ p ] ^

((C Jp ]

L) A (Pivotof = p)) ^

V (£>,[p]

mm>-,.(UV,[p])
± Otherwise

Searchilp]

if

i)

(UVXp]*<p)

Predicate
Fw d _ Num(i) = i f (i = p ) {Forward(i) a (Sz _ Rdy,- =1)}
else

Forward (i)'

Actions
Fwd _ Num(i)

->

Q W := (Q[/>] +1) mod 2;
iTO' = P ){

if 0 = 1){my J o i := 1;}
/-I

else m y J o ; :=

+1;}
.r= i

else my _ lO; := my J o
( T ( A [ P ] = J -){

Bktk __Num(i)

Stepli

4-1;

:= 1;}

—> my __A/,. := my_ Aig ;
7(z,£).[p]) := 7(z,£),.[/?])u Vx(my_/og[^^ < x < my_Az^[^;)
Searchjlp]-,
Stepl. := 1;

A [ £ ] :=
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tree Tp% all the clients are numbered in the Algorithm Number_Nodes and every node is
a client o f exactly one tree, we conclude that all the nodes have a label at the end o f the
Algorithm Number_Nodes. At the end o f the Algorithm Conv BcstSzs, all the pivots
know the sizes o f all the other pivots in the graph. Then the predicate Fwd_Num(i)
i-\

is enabled at the root which starts numbering the root with ^PzviSz-[x] + l . Thus
x=I

the numbering o f the clients in every tree is totally disjoint from the other trees.

□.
3.3.5

Algorithm Label Arcs

The arc-labeling algorithm shown in this section is constructed in three steps. The first
and the second steps take care o f enabling a shortest path delivery of the message to the
destination if the destination is in the same ball as the source. If the destination is not in
the same ball as the source, then the third step helps to take the message through a
shortest path to one o f the nodes in the destination’s ball, that is either the destination’s
pivot or some other node that’s on the way to the pivot and is closer to the destination
than the pivot.
The aim o f this algorithm is to do the arc labeling, enabling every message to reach
the right destination using an optimal path if the source and the destination are in the
same ball, and using a near-optimal path if the source and the destination are in different
balls. Every node i maintains a set variable called 7(î, xj (x e N/) for every neighbor o f /.
The first step o f arc labeling enables the message to travel the optimal path firom the
destination’s pivot to the destination. This is taken care o f in the previous section in the
Algorithm Number Nodes. In that algorithm, Bktk_Num(i) is invoked when the
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Number_Token is backtracked to the ancestor i from a descendant Dt[p] in the tree o f
pivot p. When Bktk_Num(i) is invoked, all the numbers between and including my_hiDi
and myJowDi are added to the set I(i, Df). Now the message from the pivot to its client
can be reached via the optimal path by following the arc labels.
Algorithm Label arcs is shown as two algorithms to show steps 2 and 3 separately.
Let us call them Algorithm Label_arc_step2 and Algorithm Label_arc_step3 respectively.
Step 2 is done after Step 1 is done. Algorithm Label_arc_Step2 knows that Step 1 is
done by looking at the variable Step l. If it is equal to 1, then this algorithm is initiated.
This algorithm depends on the underlying minimum spanning trees built with every node
as the root and spanning only the nodes that are in the ball. Let us call these trees
small_treei where z is the number o f the node. Every node x associated with a sm alljree,has variables par_in_streex[i] which has its parent in the small tree stored in it, and a set
variable col_intlSx[i] which collects the intervals from its descendants that is to be added
to the arc o f the neighbor o f z and is on the path to x. The descendant relationship for this
step o f arc labeling is represented by D_lx[i]The arc labels o f z should include all the node numbers in its small_tree so that a
message travels the shortest distance to every node in the sm a lljre e from z. To do this, a
converge cast is done in all the small_trees from every leaf node so that z gets all the node
numbers leading to that leaf node.
Algorithm Label_arc_Step_2 is shown as Algorithm 3.3.6. During the converge cast
phase, every node gets all the node numbers in its subtree from its descendants and stores
it in the col intis variable. Once this is done, it shares that variable with its ancestor. One
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Algorithm 3.3.6 (Label_Arcs_Step2)
spanning tree algorithm.
Variable
I _State. e {S,D}
PivS,^ □

= {£,, £ 2 , •••, 5* : 5^. e Integer}

Set _ L

= { q : ( q e W- ) a par.q[k] = /;}

Rec_Z.,.

=

Labeling o f specific arcs using shortest path

{q : q c: Set_Li)

C ol_Intls c {1,2,.....,n}
Predicate
Upd _ Intlsif)

= (((/ _ State ^ ^ = D) a (D _
0

1

6 Re c _ L- )) v (D _ /. = X)) a

( / _ State =^ S) A (Stepli = I)
1

Actions
Upd _ Intls(i)

—> i f ( D _ l . i ^ _L)
{Col _ IntisI := Col _ Intis I w Col _ Intis

;

V x e Col _ Intis I {if (3-iy : x e /(/, y))
I{i,D J.,=I(i,D J,)^x-}}
Rec_£,- ?=R ec_L,
z/(R ec_L . = {f}){
I _ State-, ■=D;
I _ Statep

:=S;

Re c _ L. := Set _ Z,.;

}
}
else

I _State,. ^ D;

Steplf := I-, Stepl; '.■=0;
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I(r,a)={4}
I(r.fa)={2^.10.16^0}

B,

I(r.a)={4}
l(r,b)={2^.10,16;Z0}
I(b,c)={3}
I(d,f)={ 10,16^0}

I(b,c)={3>

I(d.e)={16>

I(d,0={20}

(i) Before Algorithm 3.3.6

(2) Client Node

(ii) After Algorithm 33 .6

Not a Client Node

Figure 3.4: Labeling the arcs to travel the shortest path inside the ball.
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round o f converge cast is said to be done when the root has all the node numbers in its
small_tree.
Every node i maintains a variable called I_Statei. I_Statei is an element o f {5, D}
which stands for ready to start converge cast, and converge cast done respectively. As the
root receives the node numbers from a descendant, it includes those numbers in the I
variable corresponding to that descendant if its not included in any other arc in Step 1
o f the arc-

labeling algorithm. Once the converge cast is done, the root o f the

corresponding small_tree sets its Step2 variable to one. Figure 3.4 shows the interval set
at each node before and after one round o f Algorithm 3.3.6. Once step 2 is done, the
nodes are ready to start step 3. Algorithm Label arc step_3, again uses an underlying
token circulation algorithm. This algorithm runs on every pivot tree.
Formally, in this algorithm, we denote the descendant relationship o f a node i by
a variable Di[p+k+lJ (Di[p+k+l] e

w _L) where p is the pivot number and k is the

number o f pivots. To distinguish each token round, each node maintains a variable
Ci[p+k-^l] and this is called the round color for this algorithm which is denoted as Cp in
the token circulation algorithm.
Algorithm

Label Arc Step_3

is

shown

as

Algorithm

3.3.7.

The

macros

UV_Ii[p+k+l] and Search_Ii[p+k+l] behave like the macros UV and Search in
Algorithm 3.3.2 but the token here is I Token. The predicate Fwd_ Label(i)
accommodates an extra condition to check if Step 2 was completed before starting Step 3
o f arc labeling.
Every node i maintains the variables called ctree_loi and ctreeJiU which are used to
store the highest number o f the clients in that pivot tree. The token for this algorithm is
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A lgorithm 3.3.7 (Label_Arcs_Step3)
Token Circulation algorithm.
M acro

Labeling of remaining arcs using Depth_First

fe ^ p ^ L p + k + 1]) A (C, {p + k + \ \ ^ C i [ p + k + 1])
q e N i: A (f), [/7 + A: +1]

U Viip + k + l]

/) A ((C, [/7 + ^ +1]

V

+ ^ +1] # ± ) A iparjilp] = Î)
Searchi[p + k + l]

=

l^min
[±

+ Ar +1])

if

{ U V ^ P k + 1] ^ <p)

Otherwise

Predicate
Fw d _IabelQ) = Forward(i) a {Step! = 1);

Actions
Fw d _label(J)

C,.[/7 + A^+ 1] ?= (C-[/7 + À: + I] + l) mod 2;
ctree _ hi^ := my _ hi.^ ;
ctree _ la^ := my _ /o,. ;}
else{ ctree_hi; >= ctree_hi^ ;
ctree_lO; r= ctree_lo^_ ;}
\fj{ctree_lOi < j < ctree_hii)

Bktk _label{i)
{

{
I{i, D;{p + A: +1]) := /(i, D f p 4-/: + !]) w
(Vx :
<x <

}
Di l p +

+1] := Search^{p + A: +1];

Stepli = 0;
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I(r,a)={4}
I(r.b)={23.10,16;20}

I(r,a)={4}
I(r,b)={23,10.16.20}

I(b.c)={3)

I(b,c)={3}
10,16.20};l(b,r)={1.4}
I(d,e)={16};
20};I(d,b)={lA3.4}

I(d,f)={10,16;20)
I(d,e)={16)
I(d,f)={20}

I(e,d)={l,23,4,I0.20}

1.23,4,10.16;20}

(i) Before Algorithm 3.3.7

(2 ) Client Node

(ii) After Algorithm 3.3.7

Not a Client Node

Figure 3.5: Labeling the arcs to travel the shortest possible path between the balls
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called I Token. When the I Token is passed on to an unvisited client node i, it updates its
ctree lo and ctreeJii variables from its ancestor/!,. When the I Token is backtracked to
node i, all the numbers including and between ctree lo and c tr e e jii are added to the
variable I(D[p+k+l]i. i) if they are not added to any o f the I variables o f Di[p+k+l]
during the steps 1 and 2 o f the arc-labeling scheme. At the end o f the I Token circulation
round, arc-labeling is complete.
Claim 3.2
Proof:

For every node x e V, {1(e) | e e Ex} u L (x) = (1. 2, ....... n}.
In Step 1 o f the arc-labeling scheme done in Algorithm Num ber Nodes,

whenever the predicate BkTk_Num(i) is enabled, it labels its corresponding arc through
which it is backtracking with the set o f destinations that are the successors as explained in
the outline o f the Algorithm SPIR. So at the end o f Step 1, every node u has it’s arcs I(Ep)
labeled with M i(u). In Step 2, the set Mz(u) which is Bu(t) - M i(u) is added to the set
I(Eu). This follows from the Algorithm Label_Arcs_Step2. Then finally, in the Algorithm
Label_Arcs_Step2, all the other nodes that are not in the set I(E,J are included to the set.
Since every node belongs to a unique set Sp for every p e P, Step 3 o f the arc-labeling
algorithm guarantees that every node will be contained in one o f the sets 1(e).

□
C laim 3.3
Proof:

For every two distinct arcs (x,y) and (x,z), I(x,y) n I(x,z) = 0 .
In every step o f the arc-labeling algorithm, we exclude the nodes that are

already included in the set I(Ep) and attempt to label every arc with only the nodes that
are not a part o f I(Eu). In Step 3, we rely on the fact that {Sp}? is a partition o f V. So, it’s
clear that in every step, a label is inserted only into one o f the sets 1(e).

□
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3.3.6

The Routing Module

The routing module for SPIR is very simple and is as shown as below:

Receive m sg;(l,m sg)
I f {1 = 1)
deliver _ m sg '
else
i f { 3 I i i , x ) : l &I { i , x ) )
Send msg; to output _ port{x)\
Let us consider an example to explain the routing module. Say, a node i wishes to
send a message to a node j . Node i checks the intervals to find which interval has the
node j in it. Say I(i, t) has the node j in it. Then node i sends the message to the port
which goes to the node t. When t receives the message, if t is the destination, then the
message is delivered else it is again forwarded as done by node i. This continues till the
message reaches the destination j .
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CHAPTER 4

PROOFS OF CORRECTNESS FOR THE SPIR ALGORITHM

Node numbering phase comprises Algorithm 3.3.1, Algorithm 3.3.2, Algorithm 3.3.3
and Algorithm 3.3.4. A ic labeling phase comprises Algorithm 3.3.6, Algorithm 3.3.7 and
a part o f Algorithm 331.4.
Let us assume that the legitimacy predicates o f the shortest path spanning tree
algorithm used in Algorithms 3.3.1 and 3.3.6 as
algorithm used in several algorithms as

and the depth-first token circulation

. Now we define the legitimacy predicates,

and 2 ^^ for the node labeling and arc labeling phases, respectively, as follows:
^NL ~ ^SO ^ ^TC ^ SP\
L al = L nl ^
A SP3 A 5P4
In section 4.1, we show the correctness proofs for the node-labeling phase and in
section 4.2, we show the correctness proofs for the arc-labeling phase and finally in
section 4.3, we show the complexity analysis for the SPIR algorithm.
4.1

Theorem 4.1
Proof:

Correctness of the Node Numbering Phase

{Lgo a

Closure: Follows firom Algorithm SPIR.

Convergence

: Follows firom Claim 3.1.

39
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4.2

Correctness o f the Arc Labeling Phase

Lem m a 4.2 At every node the arc labels are totally disjoint and include all the nodes in
the graph except itself in exactly one o f the intervals.
Proof: Follows from the Claims 3.2 and 3.3

□
L em m a 4.3

For every two nodes, u, v s V. there exists a sequence o f nodes u = xi,

X . ..... xi = v such that L(v) œ I(xi.i, x f fo r every 2 < I <l(namely every message arrives
2

at its destination).
Proof:

Let us set the priorities o f a message M based on the destination. If the

destination is included in the source’s 1(e) using Stepl o f the arc-labeling scheme, then
the priority of the message M is 1. Else its priority is 2 or 3 depending on whether it is
included m the set 1(e) in Step 2 or 3. Let us prove this lemma by showing that the
sequence o f priorities o f a message on the path traversed by the message is non
increasing. If the priority o f a message is 1, then eventually the destination is reached,
and if the priority o f the message is 2 or 3, eventually the destination is reached or the
priority o f the message decreases.
Consider a message M with source u and destination v. Assume that its priority is 1.
Then the Message goes to one o f its successor x that is strictly closer to u than v. And we
see that X again has priority 1 for the message M. So, by induction and Claim 3.3, we can
conclude that the message M eventually reaches the destination v.
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Assume that the priority o f M is 2. In this case, as the message approaches the
destination v, the priority remains 2 for some time and then it decreases to 1 and we see
that it eventually reaches the destination.
Now, let us assume that the priority o f the message M is 3. Now, till the message
reaches the ball o f the destination pivot’s ball Bp(t), we see that its priority remains 3.
Once it reaches Bp(t), its priority decreases to either 2 or 3 and we see that it eventually
reaches the destination v.

□

Lem m a 4.4 The arcs are labeled in such a manner that i f the source and the destination
are not in the same ball, a message traverse the shortest path from the source to a node
in the ball o f the destination and fro m that node it traverses the shortest path to the
destination.
Proof:

Follows from the Algorithms 3.3.4, 3.3.7. and lemma 4.3.

□

Theorem 4.2
Proof:

Closure: Follows from Algorithm SPIR.

Convergence: Follows from Theorem 4.1 and Lemmas 4.2, 4.3, 4.4.
Theorem 4.3 Algorithm SPIR is self-stabilizing.

4.3

Complexity Analysis

The space and tim e complexity for Algorithm SPIR is as follows. The space
complexity represents the amount o f space required to hold the interval information. The
number of intervals per arc is at m ost 3n‘^ ( l -^lognÿ'^. The amount o f bits required to
store an interval is 2logn. So at each node, if the number o f arcs is m, the space
complexity is 6mn’^(l+ logn)‘^logn. So the overall space complexity for the whole
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network o f n nodes is 0(n^^logn^^) bits. The time taken for SPIR to stabilize after the
underlying depth-first token circulation and the shortest path spanning tree algorithms is
0(n) steps.
SPIR algorithm has an average stretch factor o f 3 as proposed by [ 24]. This claim can
be established by showing that for every two nodes m, v e V,

dist(SPIR,u,v) ^ distQR,v,u) ^ ^
dist(u,v)
dist(y,u)

where dist(SPIR, i, j) is the distance traversed by a message firom node i to node j using
the SPIR algorithm and dist(i, j) is the distance traversed by a message firom node i to
node j using the shortest path possible.
We consider three cases:
Case 1: M e Bv(t) and v e B„(t). Then a message from v to

m and

a message from

m to

v

will both traverse a shortest path. Thus, a sum o f the stretch factors of both paths is 2.
Case 2: u e Bv(t) but v g B„(t) (or vice-versa). Then a message from v to mwill traverse a
shortest path, and the message from « to v will traverse a path o f length at m ost 5dist(u, v)
[24]. Thus the sum o f the stretch factors is at most 6.
Case 3: M g Bv(t) and v g B„(t). We bound the stretch factor of the path o f a message
from, say, u to v, and the same bound holds symmetrically for the path o f a message from
V to u. Since u e Bv(t), and pivot o f v, p(v), is an element of Bv(t), w e have that
dist(p(v),v) <dist(u,v). It follows that dist(u, p(v)) <dist(u, y) + dist(v. p(v)) <2dist(u,v).
Thus, dist(SPIR, v, u) < dist(u, p(v)) + dist(v, p(v)) < 3dist(u,v). Symmetrically,
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dist(SPIR,

V,

u) < 3dist(u,v). Thus, in this case as well, the sum o f the strtech factors o f

the path o f a message from mto v and from v to mis at most 6. It follows that

Average Stretch Factor(SPIR) = --------/z (n -l)„ .„
n i n -—
V) Z

dist{SPIR,u,v)
dist(u,v)

^ dist(SPIR,u,v) ^ dist(SPJR,VM)
dist(u,v)
dist(y,u)

= — !— Y 6 < 3 .
/z(fz-l)
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSION
We presented a self-stabilizing interval routing scheme S P I R - high-speed networks,
the bottleneck is the delay in the nodes and not the propagation time o f the messages. As
high-speed networks gain popularity, it is essential to design direct routing schemes,
which could be implemented in hardware and at the same time, when dealing with large
networks, it is important to decrease the amount o f memory kept in the nodes for routing
purposes. In this work, we present for the first time a self-stabilizing routing strategy that
generates for every unweighted network, a direct routing scheme with small stretch factor
and modest memory requirements. This algorithm works on any anonymous,
asynchronous and arbitrary unweighted networks. These can be easily extended to the
weighted networks also. This algorithm takes

steps to stabilize once the underlying

token-circulation and shortest path spanning-tree algorithms are stabilized. SPIR has
memory requirement o f 6mn‘^(l+logn)'^logn

every node and 0(n^^logn^^) bits in

total.
This algorithm is a good step forward in the research o f compact routing protocols
because it achieves near-optimality with a very simple algorithm compared to the
hierarchical routing algorithms. Still the stretch factor and the memory requirements
remain almost the same as the hierarchical routing methods. The stretch factor has almost

44
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reached the lower bound o f the compact routing protocols. But how about the memory
requirements? Is there any way to still improve it while maintaining the virtues o f this
algorithm? Or, is it possible to improve the worst case stretch factor of 3 using the same
amount o f memory? Also, what is the best trade-off between the memory requirements
and the average stretch factor for routing strategies that are hierarchical in nature? We
leave these questions open for the future area o f research.
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